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DEPUTATION ON CARE OF WOMEN WORKERS' CHILDREN.

The Minister of Health (Mr. Ernest Brown) today received a deputation
from the Standing Joint Committee of Working Women’s Organisations on the

question of the care of the children of women workers. The Minister was

accompanied by the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health

(Miss Florence Horshrugh); the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of

Lahour (Mr. M.S. McCorquodale) and the Parliamentary Secretary to the Board

of Education (Mr. Chuter Ede). The deputation consisted of Mrs. E. Martin

(Chairman), Miss Mary Sutherland (Secretary), Mrs. J. Kent Parsons, Miss Joan

Bourne, Mrs. F. Hutchinson and Mrs Barbara Ayrton Gould.

The deputation stated that they agreed that the magnitude of the problem
was such that war-time nurseries alone could not meet it. Nursery classes,
for instance, which open a little earlier and a little later than school hours

were a great help to mothers who were taking up work to release mobile women

for industry and the Services. The deputation thought, however, that the

circular issued in December over-emphasised private arrangements, and in their

view registration arid stricter supervision of all such arrangements were

necessary. In addition, there should be a further speeding-up of the precedure
for approving local authorities’ nursery schemes and more pressure on backward

local authorities.

The working women’s organisations wished to make it clear that they were

strongly opposed to creches or nurseries inside factories.

The Minister of Health said that he could remove any misapprehensions
about the circular by saying that it was the policy of the Government not only
to meet the day nursery needs of each district, as ascertained by the Ministry of

Labour, but also to provide a margin for future needs. Both administrative

machinery and actual progress had been speeded up. In some areas the provision

was ahead of the demand, and in the others nurseries were being opened as quickly
as the physical difficulties of and equipment could possibly be

overcome.

The Minister thanked the deputation for their interest and assistance.

He promised to consider the point raised about supervision of private arrangements,

although a very considerable amount was already being done in this way by the

maternity and child welfare authorities.

Mr. Chuter Ede said that nursery classes were being extended wherever they

were needed as rapidly as staff and premises pprrmitted.

Mr. McCorquodale, in answer to a question, said that the Ministry of

Labour and National Service used no compulsion in the case of women with

children under 14 years of age to take up war work; it asked for volunteers.
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